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supplied by: Audiolab, cambs
Telephone:ot48o44770o
Web: www.au diolab co.uk

Audiolab 8200T (f4so)
Ithough the Audiolab
8200T is the least
expensive tuner in this
test, that's not obvious

when you first inspect it. The
casing, which follows the classic
Audiolab proportions, is beautifully
constructed from finely machined
aluminium, fixed with polished
miniature screws. Allthe controls
have a quality feel and a Pleasing
action. Even the remote control
(which can also operate other
Audiolab components) is verY
presentable - certainly nicer than
the one Naim provided.

ln electronic terms too the
8200T is well engineered: the
analogue AN,4/FM section is kePt
completely separate from the DAB

receiver, and signal routing into
the outputs is controlled by relays -
high-end thinking for such a keenly
priced model. Two sets of paralleled
audio outputs are provided. These

could be useful, for examPle, for the
connection of a tape recorder if your
amplifier lacks the facility.

operation is simple too: a large

rotary control is used for manual
tuning in sensible 50kHz stePs

but it this is turned rapidly the
8200T enters search mode and
automatically finds the next strong
station, which can be cancelled
again by another small turn. Finally
on the subject of ergonomics, it is

nice to see the mains switch located
on the front panel, not at the rear as

is the case on the Creek, Micromega
and Naim models here.

@ srcrrrwc to BRATIMs
Nor is the Audiolab obviouslY a

low-cost design when you listen to
it. The first impression it gives is one
ol lightness and agility. lparticularly
enjoyed the way it skipped through
Brahms'Clarinet Quintet on BBc

Radio 3 for example. The Piece did
reveal some low-level background
hiss during the rests, which gave the
impression of originating from the
decoder or filters rather than as a

result of weak reception {the signal
strength meter showed maximum).

Being critical, lfound the upper
midrange slightly too brightly lit,
which added an edge to some of the
instruments and took the impression
of the smoothness away. But overall
the effect was slight and not that
obvious away from the comPetitive
environment of an A/B grouP test.

lames o'Brien's phone-in show
on LBC 97.3 showed that the 82007
was comfortable with spoken word
programming, and the extended and

substantially f lat low-end response
evident in the measurements
translated nicely into well textured
and warm vocal presentation,
without deqenerating jnto boom.

Turning to popular music, Snow
Patrol's'Chasing cars' on BBc
Radio 2 showed that the Audiolab
could provide a spacious and well
dimensioned soundstage although
a tendency towards dryness was
noted, despite the substantial bass.

The station's jingles sparkled nicely
however, notwithstanding a treble
roll-oif [see Lab Report]that appears
to start prematutely.
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ABOVE: classic Audiolab dimensions and details forthe
82ooT: controls arc sensibly chosen and nicely weiglted

AudiolabS FM signalstrength meter spans a usef!l 3dBp_

44dBp ranqe in 8 steps (75% modulation)with the second_to-

top segment (4odBp) delivering an A-wtd s/N ratio of sodB.

Compared to tunets employing a combined DA8/FM front_end'

the a2oOT's separate FM stage is rcfteshingly sensitive with its

stereo muting threshold set to 26dBu or 20trv RF (about halfway

along the indicator), butthere\ a wothwhile improvement

in noise performance with higher (6odBU or lmV RF)signal

strengths where theA_wtd s/N ratio approaches 63dB with a

moderate 60% F[,'1. optimum performance occuts at >70dBp

where the A-wtd s/N ratio achieves close to 7odB (2oHz-16kHz).

Audiolabl pilot and subcarierfiltering is not especially

aggressive (6odB, both)while l[,l distortions telating to the

lgkHz pilot are largely kept out ofthe audio range. The

frequency response shows a smooth treble roll'otf [blacktrace,

belowl amounting to-l.5dBilokHzand 3dB/15kHz'while

harmonic distortion, principally 3rd harmonic, is highest at -0.6%

throuqh bass frequencies. This is an intriguing designl PM
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ABovE: FM frequency response lblack trace]with distortion vs.

frequency lred infill]at 60dBU (1mV RF at 75% modulation)
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ABOVE: Dual audio outputs and both optical and RCA digital outputs lor DAB are

provided on the rear of the Audiolab, along with inputs Ior three types of antenna

880mV (500mV. 60ti)/ 270hm

ultimateA wtd s/t\l ratio (75'g mod)
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